Bob’s Used Parts, Inc. dba Bob’s BMW
Supplemental BILL OF SALE for
PROJECT BIKES and AS IS - WHERE
IS Motorcycles
I __________________________________ fully understand that the motorcycle I
am purchasing, as identified below by manufacturer, year, model, color, dealer
stock number, VIN, current odometer reading and date of purchase is being
purchased in AS IS – WHERE IS condition and that NO WARRANTY or
GUARANTEE of any kind comes with this purchase. It is exactly like buying at a
flea market.
I understand that the mileage shown on the odometer is based on information
provided by one or more previous owners of the motorcycle. While the supporting
documents were completed as accurately as possible based on the available
information, I understand that the mileage on the odometer may or may not be
accurate and fully accept any discrepancy as part of my purchase decision.
I fully understand that when purchasing a motorcycle that is being sold as a
PROJECT BIKE and is in AS IS condition there may be hidden issues unknown to
the seller or even past owners and I fully accept all risks and costs associated with
this purchase. I understand it is NOT RETURNABLE and I CANNOT GET A
REFUND.
I further understand that it is solely my responsibility to either perform all work,
repairs, service or maintenance required to this AS IS or PROJECT BIKE or have
them performed for me by a competent technician before actually riding it to
ensure that it is in safe and roadworthy condition. It is my responsibility to have it
inspected, pay sales tax, registration and tag fees in my state when completed.
I have been given sufficient time in which to inspect and review the AS IS or
PROJECT BIKE I am purchasing and am not under any pressure to complete this
transaction and do so of my own free will. Regardless of how I have made
payment I agree that I will not stop payment on any check, dispute any credit card
charges or in any way renege on any of the financial aspects of this purchase.
I further agree that if this purchase does not suit my needs, does not fulfill my
expectations or never ends up being completed by me or ever ridden that I will not
hold Bob’s Used Parts, Inc. or Bob’s BMW, its owners, employees or any
representatives responsible in any way for my decision to complete the purchase.
MANUFACTURER
____________________________________
YEAR
___________
MODEL
_________________________________
COLOR
____________________
ODOMETER READING ___________ STOCK NUMBER _________ DATE
_________
FULL VIN _______________________________ PURCHASE PRICE
_____________
Purchaser (print, sign & date) __________________________________________
Witness (print, sign & date) ____________________________________________
Seller
(print,
sign
______________________________________________

&

date)

